The 20 Best Getaways for Parents (Only)
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Things seem less chaotic in Charleston, where a calm, cool, and collected vibe—and a few mint juleps—
magically diminish the strains of daily living. This is especially true at The Vendue, an 84-room boutique
hotel fashioned from historic warehouses in the city’s French Quarter, a five-minute walk from Waterfront
Park, the East Bay Street dining scene, and Rainbow Row. Rooms and public spaces are an eclectic mashup of old and new, with original exposed brick, hardwood floors, vintage décor, and an impressive 300piece collection of contemporary art. Book the King Junior Suite. It feels like a scene from The Notebook,
complete with fireplace, sitting room, and a crystal sherry-filled decanter at the ready.
Being a parent is rewarding, but it’s also riddled with responsibilities and a to-do list that redefines the term
“the grind.” Between cleaning bottles, grocery shopping, crafting endless incarnations of chicken, and
schlepping the brood to school, soccer, and beyond, moms and dads invariably watch the concept of free
time evaporate as early as in the delivery room.
Equally as difficult to swallow is how the concept of vacation changes once you factor in children. Just
because you’ve eschewed the city for the beach, the suburbs for the slopes, or this country for another,
doesn’t mean the daily demands have altered. You will still be awakened at 5:30 a.m., still have to organize
your day around naps, plan for snacks and meals, still have to sacrifice your loftier gastronomic hankerings
for kid-friendly fare.
Don't get us wrong: we love our kids, but sometimes parents need a break. If you and your significant other
have been day-dreaming about leaving the kids at home and heading out for some much-needed R&R,

we're here to tell you it's okay. To save you time in planning, we’ve even done the research and
carefully selected a roster of getaways exclusively for fatigued parents.
Our guidelines? Properties are luxurious, low key and, for the most part, intimate in scale. These trip ideas
are all about reconnecting: Rooms are spacious and airy; the ambiance is decidedly anti-millennial. No dark
lobbies, bathrooms, or rooms, and no music blaring from elevators or pool speakers. No incomprehensible
design features hijacking the creature comforts of the room. Also, these destinations are easy to reach, with
a wealth of direct flights from major American hubs.
Above all, each property boasts a sense of place, with notable décor, amenities like transformative spas or
creative guest experiences, and of course, standout dining options. So, banish the guilt and get away—and
return to your kids relaxed and recharged. You deserve it.
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